Reasons to Attend the 2024 Conference

- The opportunity to network with other professionals in my field gave me the opportunity to learn best practices and techniques of engaging with members that I couldn't learn anywhere else!

- Where else [in our industry] can you meet people that do the same type of thing you do?

- It is worth the trip to be in a room with folks who actually understand what you do and have ideas to share. - Melinda Del Mastro, Sigma Delta Pi

- I learned so much this year from my ACHS colleagues and the various speakers! I always enjoy these events and this year was no different. If you're not coming to the ACHS conference you're really missing out.

- Important networking and peer and mentor connections happen at the ACHS conference each year. When 50 honors professionals gather in one room, amazing things can happen that will impact the futures of high-achieving college students. It's certainly a room I benefit from being in, and ACHS understands the importance of that. - Lara Noah, Alpha Chi

- The ACHS annual conference is THE EVENT for honor society leaders looking to enhance their own organization.

- The ACHS Conference is a great way to network with your peers, gain knowledge about our industry and focus/interact with others about the pros and cons that are happening within their particular organization in a small conference setting.

- The ACHS Conference provides an opportunity to meet and talk with others engaged in working with the best and brightest university students. - Dennis R. McSeveney, Alpha Kappa Delta

- The ACHS Conference is the only event where leaders of honor societies are able to come together to share their challenges and achievements with their peers. The opportunity to engage and learn from this distinguished group of honor societies leaders is one of the highlights of my year and should not be missed! - Curt Gomulinski, Tau Beta Pi

- We find attending the ACHS conference is important to the overall health of our organization and don't care to miss one. We receive valuable tools, pick up best practices, get information about trends in higher ed, establish relationships with vendors that help increase efficiency and improve member services, and build on relationships with other honor society leaders that help improve our job performance and satisfaction.

- We're an association. We associate. This is THE event that brings together the key honor society figures with whom we can learn best practices for our individual organizations and get updates on relevant association management issues that impact on all of us. No one of us ever leaves an ACHS conference without having been changed. - Bil Johnson, Sigma Tau Delta

We hope to see you there!